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Dear Readers and Writers:

Eight years ago we �rst constructed our website (thank you Sumy Designs!) and then we

waited. The �rst submission that appeared in the inbox was a poem from a young writer in

Indiana. Although we’ve received countless stories, essays, book reviews, photography, and

travelogues since then, our poetry submissions outnumber all the others by about three to

one.

It could be that British poet W.H. Auden was onto something when he said:

Poetry is the clear expression of mixed feelings.

 And while we’ve received poetry in many formats— sonnets, haikus, odes, and ghazals,

we’re just as glad to see students abandon of�cial structures, and explore their own

creative forms.

The poems in our spring issue are all over the board, which is just how we like it.

Northwestern University student Maddie Kerr starts off her poem into congruence, with

hair clippers in hand ‘buzzing a lullaby.’

Ivi Hua describes herself as an Asian-American writer/dreamer/ poet, and muses about life

in  all the things I tell myself.

 The opening lines of Potential Potion for a Wildlife Brew (Peas in a pod are accustomed to

company, but I am not) �nd writer Kamilah Valentin Diaz pondering a major life decision.

In our non�ction section Addeline Struble uses poetic and poignant language to hold a lost

sister close in past, present, future.



And in answer to the perennial question — do we ever publish the same students more

than once? Yes— see The Physician from the proli�c and talented Nigerian writer Samuel

Adeyemi.

When we accepted Pantoum for the Departed from A.R. Arthur he wrote in an email—

“hey, thanks for homing my poem!” Which reminded us again of our main mission—to

discover and bring all these gems of student writing �rst HOME to our site, and then out

into the wide world.

Enjoy the spring issue!

 

Molly Hill

Editor

Poetry

things i tell myself: By Ivi Hua

listen. at the end of the day, you are allowed

to call yourself beautiful.   to acknowledge

the           ache.                                 darling,

take your roving eyes & bring the food to

your lips.     tribute   this body.        although

it is  not always yours, render it loved.

pretend    to  know   it like a   child,   a saint.

we, you & i, make the mind a maze of

pathways             leading           back    to

not         enough. nothing will ever be the

way you want it.  someday, we’ll leave  this

hell for good.  each   moment      another



agony.     love, pick up the spoon. the

chopsticks & bowl.  let     your    demons

rest.    today, you   will be all that i cannot.

open the windows, let in the light. slice

pieces of fruit. chunks of cake.  savor the

tang,   the            sting       of           freedom.

 

Ivi Hua is an Asian-American writer, dreamer, and poet. A Best of the Net nominee, her

work is published or forthcoming in Juven, [sub]liminal, and the Eunoia Review among

others. In the summer of 2022, she attended the Adroit Journal’s Summer Mentorship as a

Poetry mentee. You can �nd her @livia.writes.stories on Instagram.

RAZA By Haile Espin

an instant biscuits package found at the very back of a failing refrigerator / eyelashes on my

baby’s cheek that I swipe off, and hand to him to make a wish / the h sound the letter x

makes in Spanish / the beauty mark underneath my ear / enchiladas topped with mole, queso

fresco, and sour cream / lopsided, ugly chocolate cupcakes that my brothers devour in a

minute / the social studies PowerPoints kids like me saw, when we didn’t make it into the

Academically Gifted program / the tear stains on the poetry book I �rst saw myself in / the

banda, cumbia and reggaeton blasting from my phone / the smile on my babies’ faces when I

surprise them with hot coco and pan de dulce after reprimanding them / Corona bottles

littering the house after a party / the worn out picture my uncle carries of his boys that he

shows to everyone whenever he can / my papi’s neon construction vest / my grandma’s

passed down choco�an recipe / the second and third generations, that hold onto our roots

as tightly as possible / the sandy, rocky trail of pulgas / the mamalonas driven without a

license / the medallas of la Virgen de Guadalupe girls wear around their necks / my people, mi

gente, with their gorgeous, bronze hands, and gentle accents

 



Haile Espin is a Mexican-American writer from NC. Her work has been published in The

Louisville Review’s 2022 Spring Edition, Apricity Magazine, Valiant Scribe Literary Journal

and elsewhere.

 

With You By Christ Keivom

I try to explain what you’re like and I do it the way Proust

describes rain: musical, innumerable, universal. Everything is reminiscent of you.

A face in each moving car. A strand of hair in every dish. A rustling of leaves

Or wings or pages turning. A footstep on the winding road, which is either coming or going.

I have forgotten which already. Lately, I’m always in between—you and the next thought

of you. In the morning, before my feet touch the �oor my mind reaches for you.

In the night, you are the charm of arms, warm as the kiss of an open mouth.

Whatever is absent in me, is present in you. Whatever is intolerable about me,

is made tolerable through you. Yet, it’s strange we suffer in spite of this!

The truth is, we are only hints of dust or one hint of dust.

Who’s to say we’ll still be alive when anyone is reading or will

ever read this poem. Time grows life inside the body.

And life kills by growing time inside the body. What else is there to say?

Death like love can never be prepared for, is instant and permanent.

Everything will end and when it ends. I know where I want to be,

in love, in love, in love…

 

 

Christ Keivom (he/him), is currently pursuing his master’s in English Literature from Delhi

University. His work has previously appeared in Novus Literary Arts Journal, Mulberry



Literary, Monograph Mag, Write now lit, The Chakkar, Farside Review, Spotlong Review,

Agapanthus Collective, and Native Skin to name a few.

 

Scylla By Elsa Lyons

We thought we would die if the water

swallowed us. We preferred to �ght

many-headed monsters at daybreak

than spiral to the coral-veined heart

of our fears.

We thought we would die. Then we grew

gills. Our ship broke down and we let it

let water waltz with our shadows,

let schools of �sh ripple our schools

of thought.

I met Scylla and I kissed her; my scars

�uttered open, and I could see

out of them.

 

 

 

Elsa H. Lyons is a young writer, dancer, and student of the earth. Her work has been

recognized by the Alliance for Young Artists & Writers. She lives in the city and the country,

in the world and in herself, and in the spaces in between.



The Physician By Samuel Adeyemi

If only I could burn the echo to kill the

evidence of sound. I mean, my mother’s

voice over the phone: I was admitted to

the hospital. I didn’t want to tell you.

As if delay would not break me still. As if

it would separate venom from sting, leaving

only the spider’s sharp bore.

I know exactly what she meant, why she

didn’t tell me about the illness. The logic:

look, son, I am alive. Do not worry about me.

But I am stubborn in my compassion, so, of

course, I worried. Feverish all week, I was

burdened by the gravity of powerlessness.

It would weigh my bruised heart, and then

outweigh it.

Despite all of its glory, the body’s ability will,

in the end, fail us. Accepting this truth may

or may not make a difference.



In times like these, the truth troubles me.

I have no agency to deliver the people I love.

My volition ends with the body’s limit.

I, physician of nothing. No antidote to erase

the wound. If I could, I would

erase the phone call, peel back

my mother’s voice reporting her illness,

peel back the illness till it forgets her body,

origami the wound for its paper-boat escape.

Indeed, I could build a house

full of conditions. But in the end, everything

crumbles to the reality of the body.

Look at my hands: hands.

No alchemy in the veins to repair. No blood

pure enough to wash clean af�iction.

Lead me to a river that cleanses every plague.

A sea to reanimate the cell’s grey wilt.

Where are you?

O river. O saint of water.

Blue latitude. Wet miracle.



 

Samuel A. Adeyemi is a writer and editor from Nigeria. A Best of the Net Nominee and

Pushcart Nominee, he is the winner of the Nigerian Students Poetry Prize 2021. His

chapbook, Rose Ash, was selected by Kwame Dawes and Chris Abani for the New-

Generation African Poets chapbook box set, 2023. His works have appeared or are

forthcoming in Palette Poetry, Frontier Poetry, 580 Split, Strange Horizons, Chestnut

Review, Agbowo, Isele Magazine, Brittle Paper, Jalada, and elsewhere.

Pantoum for the Departed By A. R. Arthur

The birds seem to sing the most haunting song at morning’s break

When the sun has broken on the day of burial,

When moonlight succumbs to daily repose

And life becomes awashed in solar resplendence.

When the sun has broken on the day of burial,

When the women have wailed and washed the body

And life becomes awashed in solar resplendence.

When the earth is broken and torn by darkened eyes.

When the women have wailed and washed the body

Eyes no longer descend on suffering

And life becomes awashed in solar resplendence.

Then men prostrate and utter ‘from Allah we come and must return’.

Eyes no longer descend on suffering

When sand begins to darken the burial shroud

Then men prostrate and utter ‘from Allah we come and must return’.

It is only when the ground is �lled that we speak words unspoken.

 



 

A.R. Arthur (formerly A.R. Salandy) is a Black Mixed-race poet & writer who has spent most

of his life in Kuwait jostling between the UK & America. Anthony’s work has been

published over 240 times internationally. Anthony’s Flash Fiction was shortlisted and

received an honourable mention in the 2022 The Dillydoun Flash Fiction Prize

Competition. Anthony has 3 published chapbooks titled ‘The Great Northern Journey’

2020 (Lazy Adventurer Publishing) & ‘Vultures’ 2021 (Roaring Junior Press) as well as a

novel ‘The Sands of Change’ 2021 (Alien Buddha Press). Anthony’s Chapbook ‘Half Bred’

was the Winner of the 2021 ‘The Poetry Question’ Chapbook contest. Anthony is the EIC

of Fahmidan Journal/Publishing & Co, Review Editor at Full House Literary & Poetry

Editor at Chestnut Review. Twitter/Instagram: @ararthurwriter

 https://ararthurwriter.wordpress.com/

into congruence By Maddie Kerr

I took the clippers to my

head And let them buzz a

lullaby

As they slowly devoured the costume I donned

Before the advent of my memory.

My entire life, I wandered through

A world that wasn’t mine,

Not knowing the possibilities beyond

Venus and Mars,

Afraid to peer into the vast expanse of space,

Assuming that nothing but frigid, lonely death

Could await beyond the horizon.

Now I watched lines of keratin fall upon tiled

�oor And tangle together in a lifeless pile.



Tiny prickles stung my neck

In a �nal act of vengeance,

While others hid in the �bers of my sweater

To haunt me another day.

Such tiny remnants rarely tend

To be broomed away without battle.

At last, my head lighter,

I embraced the dizziness of freedom,

Staring at fragments of the lie

I never knew that I was

telling. I emerged from my

bathroom As the thunderous

echo

Of what had been pushed down,

With truth on my tongue

And air in my lungs,

No longer strangled by ropes hanging

From my own scalp.

As my �ngertips ran across

bristles Soft and alive as

springtime moss,

I settled into my unbounded body and

Welcomed myself home.

 

 



Maddie Kerr is a twenty-one-year-old sociology student at Northwestern University.

Previously unpublished, they have recently returned to their childhood past time of poetry

to distract themselves from the looming reality of adulthood. When they aren’t studying,

they are most likely staring off into Lake Michigan.

In Between Heaven and Earth By Morgan Santaguida

Night rain baptizes my skin.

The moon highlights storylines

wrinkled into your face.

My scarred stomach folds over my skirt

like yours did when I was a kid.

Our knees crack,

our pants and breasts sag,

our hair thins and grays.

You still write me letters,

inking your motherly love

into envelopes.

But your letters slant, the lines

shaking more now than they used to.

You watch tennis on TV

practicing volleys in bed,

convinced you could beat

new players with a deadly forehand.

Dad still drives to the store

half-blind to buy you stamps,

and hauls in the Christmas tree,

refusing help as his kids and wife



sip wine, and grandkids

crawl around the needles.

He still throws a football,

slower than he once did,

careful not to rest on his bad hip.

Content to pass it to a kid,

cheering from behind

as they run over the goal line.

Night rain baptizes my skin.

Dad places three cups of chamomile

on the porch table. You rest

your worn hand in mine.

Inside children scream and giggle,

chasing each other, playing tag.

We watch the clouds fade,

revealing a tapestry of planets and stars.

 

Morgan Santaguida grew up in a small Pennsylvania town. She has previously been

published in Stylus, Whimsical Poetry, and Cathartic Literary Magazine. She is now living in

Massachusetts as a young writer, studying at Boston College.

 

 

Fiction

Crescent Lake By Sarah Pouliot



Quietly waiting for a �sh to puncture its lip on a barbed hook is an excursion I only tolerate

for the sake of tradition. Once a month, Papa and I travel to Crescent Lake, a freshwater

lake in North Central, Florida—its name derived from the curvature of the swampland

resembling a sliver of the moon. Toting a bucket brimming with minnows and two spinning

reel poles, we trudge past palm trees and mangroves, our feet sinking into the loose grains

of warm sand until we reach a familiar cedar dock protruding over water. I look away as

Papa baits our hooks with calloused hands.

The chime of our plunging bobbers shatters the lake’s smooth surface, carving wrinkles

into the water like a crinkled sheet. Our silhouettes become distorted in the re�ective

ripples, streaks of sunlight blending into billowing waves. Lucent �shing lines interlace with

the dance of the lake, and Papa’s freckled face relaxes. Occasionally, I attempt to start a

conversation with Papa, but after a few short remarks, my efforts end in silence.

The water’s motion makes it dif�cult to decipher whether my bobber is bouncing from the

waves’ swells or if a �sh is nibbling on my minnow, so I wait to pull my rod until the bobber

falls with force and the line tightens. A second too late.

“Better hope he didn’t swallow it,” Papa says as I reel in. The �sh often do, which prompts an

intrusive surgery using rusty pliers. Papa seems to care more about saving his hook than

the �ailing �sh, so when we toss the thrashing creature back into nature’s nest, it twitches

on its left side, teetering in and out of the water. I recast and observe my bobber with extra

caution, jerking my pole upwards in response to any slight movement. Papa chuckles as I

pull my hook into the air every few minutes with no �sh attached.

My eyes become tired from the meticulous staring, so I hunt for alligator heads instead,

�nding four yellow globes peering above the skin of the lake, their scales veiled beneath the

quivering surface. I �nd eight more lustrous eyes as the sun begins its expedition toward

the horizon, causing the ripples to glisten with a rosy glow. Mosquitos stick to the water,

prompting the �sh to bite more frequently. Papa hooks �ve largemouth bass, and I catch

two. When the sun’s shimmers disappear, and our bobbers blend into darkened waves, we



reel in. I casually �ing my rod over my shoulder and leave with one last glance into the lake,

which now resembles a foggy pool of ink.

***

Now, I trek to Crescent Lake alone. My neon bobber sinks into the water—the knell of a

solemn bell. I close my eyes and breathe in its musty scent like incense, listening to the

susurration of leaves and the crash of bubbling water striking sand. I begin to enjoy the

whispers of the world around me. I search for life underneath the lake’s tempered glass

surface, attempting to �nd transparency amid folding waves, but the mirrored exterior only

portrays the wispy clouds above.

Abruptly, my bobber thrusts below the surface, and there is a powerful pull against my

palm. Yanking my pole to the sky, I �ght a �sh writhing in water. Its body jolts downwards—

a desperate plea for freedom. The line strains with tension like a tightrope connecting me

to the enigmatic world below. With one �nal heave of my pole, a ten-pound bass ascends

into the air. The image of its �ight is captured in the glossy waves, its scales scintillating in

sunlight.

My rod curls as I undo the hook from the bass’s lips and ease it onto a patch of grimy grass.

Its soaking body melds to the emerald turf, swathed by lengthy blades. I watch it �ip and

spin, its rigid �ns whipping against the ground, attempting to �y as it does in water. After a

few moments, I grab the bass and hurl him back into the lake, grunting. With a vigorous

splash, he is gone.

My hands clutch at rippling memories of Papa as I anticipate another catch.

 

 



 

Sarah Pouliot is a writer from Titusville, Florida. She has poems and essays published in The

Sail�sh Review and The Living Waters Review with forthcoming work in The Rectangle and

Saw Palm. In addition to being a recipient of Sigma Tau Delta’s International Convention

award for creative non�ction, she has been invited to read at their 2023 Convention in

Denver. Sarah is president of Palm Beach Atlantic University’s Sigma Tau Delta chapter and

works as a managing editor for the campus journal. Majoring in English, she is interested in

pursuing a career in editing and education.

 

Math’s Homework By Peter Ormerod

I left the maths homework till last – it was my favourite subject until there were more

letters than numbers in the questions, and all my hopes of passing went out the window. I

know I’m not going to get it done. I bet the whirring fan in my room knows the answers, and

if my mum wasn’t yelling at the telephone so loudly downstairs, I would be able to

distinguish the whispers of solutions coming from the revolving blades.

I �nd myself asking why questions a lot. Why won’t the fan speak up? Why is mum always

shouting? Why is mum always crying? Why is a constant which is determined by ex, the man

who left her last month and split our family into little fractions. Why is an algebraic term I

will never be able to wrap my head around, no matter how hard I try, or how much more

homework I do. Ex is just another man my mum found using the trial-and-error method

after my dad died.

Ex rearranged the equation of our family, and although I never really liked him, not like I

loved dad, he was always there, always a number. Now he’s ex, and I have to watch as the

things my life turn from numbers to letters, knowing that I will never be able to solve the

questions I need the answers to.



 

 

Peter Ormerod is a writer who dabbles in �ash �ction and resides in London. He recently

started writing creatively and hopes to continue coming up with interesting concepts for

future stories.

The Last Man By Tara Awate

Hylas         (This story is inspired by the painting Hylas and the nymphs by John William Waterhouse)

He collapsed onto the wet mud beside the bank. He’d �nally found water.

After the thrumming in his heart had relaxed, he trickled into his mouth what little water he

could cup in his palm. His tongue opened like an amoebic creature with a porous maw,



absorbing everything it could. The rest sizzled and evaporated like droplets falling on a hot

concrete pavement in the afternoon sun. Nothing reached his throat in the �rst few

tries He was satiated and about to go when he saw the �oating heads coming towards him.

When they came closer, he realized that all of them looked the same.

They were septuplets. It was rumored that when they were born, their umbilical cords

weren’t tied to their mother but to each other. But he didn’t know this. What he saw was

seven females staring at him, wanting him.

One naiad got closer to him, tracing a hand over his nape and sliding it down his back. She

was guided by his occasional moaning as she unraveled the sore, unloosened muscles and

stiff joints. They were going to need it later, this bodily mapping. He thought so too.

In his mind, he was doing his own mapping. Or at least trying. For all his discerning taste in

women, he couldn’t quite make up his mind as to who he liked better.  After staring at one

for long, he thought he’d pinned down and memorized her speci�c mannerisms and

features and where she stood. He named her accordingly and when he thought he could

pick her out from everyone else, he moved on to another one and then another. After he

came back to the woman in the �rst position, she didn’t feel like the same person. The

minute details he’d memorized to remember her had transformed into something else. Her

differentiating characteristics were so subtle that he believed he had only imagined them

on her. Afterall, he knew she hadn’t physically moved. He started again and kept losing

track. It felt like they weren’t distinct people housed in separate bodies but were constantly

passing in and out of each other’s consciousness as if through doors

“You must be hungry.” she said the words like they’d been plucked from a song meant to lull.

She brought a shroom to his mouth. He wasn’t hungry but he ate out of the naiad’s hand

like a deer unfazed by its predator.



Before he knew it he was lowering himself into the water.

There were a few tadpoles eddying around at the bank. They swam about in a strange

frenzy, never moving away from the edge or deviating from their short circles in which they

swam. It seemed as though they were almost toppling over each other to stay the closest to

the edge.

Like a corpse being pulled in by a warm current along its course, he moved toward the

waterfall with the naiads encircling him.

The water steadily grew warmer. The shroom had rooted itself inside him by now. The

warm water drained all the tension from his body and the shroom untied whatever

remaining apprehensions he had. What was left was a hazy awareness of everything

around him.

As they went deeper, he felt the mud and sediment skid from beneath his feet and he lost

balance. Maybe he was just stepping on slippery dead tadpoles lying at the bottom.

They all looked at him and gave him a moment to register what was coming.

He thrashed, splashing water in every direction. He was drowning belly up, with his whole

body horizontal on the water. His body lurched, twisted and rotated, dunking and spitting

out water. But it wasn’t the uncoordinated desperation of a normal drowning person. It was

as though each naiad held an invisible string tied to a different part of his body, like a

puppeteer to a puppet. The deft movements of their seventy �ngers orchestrated the

�ailing. After having done this many times before, the rhythms were ingrained in them.

They knew the weak points, which string to pull to crack a bone or twist his abdomen. It

was a spectacle, a show of their love and continued devotion to their sisterhood. The

drowning of that male body proved to each other that they’d drowned their desire for it

too. To achieve that, they had to be as violent as they could be.



Drowning the way he was, he couldn’t see the naiads, only the sun. As the water turned

hotter underneath, pulling him in, he felt the sun grow bigger and swallow him.

He grew translucent and one could almost see through him, the sediment, rocks and dead

tadpoles underneath. The naiads looked placid as they sucked his essence in from the small

sun in their loins. They stood still, their bodies too steady for the fact that life was being

poured into them. They only moved after he had turned completely into water.

“They never learn.” said the naiad who’d fed him the shroom. She then let out a contrived

laugh, hoping the others would join in and their collective laughter would drown the desire

pulsating in each one of them. No one responded.

They’d promised to each other long ago that nothing would ever mar their kinship, no

person. They could �nd in each other everything they would ever need. Loving someone

besides the other six would mean a dissolution of that closeness.

One by one they each went toward the waterfall and stood under it. The water that fell

onto their heads was cool unlike the one he’d died in which was warmed by them.

All of them looked up at the sun suspended in a pond of azure, surrounded by the canopy,

waiting for it to happen. Then it did, like always. The peaceful green at the corners of their

eyes hushed, spreading inward like venom, before �nally closing in on the sun and their

sisterhood.

 

 

Tara is a freshman in college. She likes long walks, math, listening to ABBA and rewatching

the same musicals over and over again. Her poetry and essays have been recognized by the

Young Poets Network and Cambridge University.



 

 

 

 

Paper Girls By Julia Weisenberg

Lily was a girl made of letters.

Her blood was ink, black and thick, and coursing through her veins along with the unkept

promises bound to the pages he sent. Home soon. When she read those words, those

promises, her heavy, dark blood crashed through her body in a swell of dangerous hope.

Her veins burst, and her lungs bubbled with blood instead of oxygen. Her air was sucked

deep inside of her, strangling her, squeezing and twisting her organs tight, too tight. When

she opened her mouth to scream, to sob, a rush of sticky, rotten blood crawled up her

throat like vomit and choked her before pooling in her mouth and spilling over, dripping

from her lips and her teeth like the juice from summer fruits.

Her heartbeat was the �utter of envelopes dropped at her doorstep, and unless he was

there, her heart was painfully still; she was not alive. The ghost of himself was printed on

the envelope that drifted and fell through the air like a dying moth, before brushing against

the door with a barely-audible rush of wind that she trained her ears to catch. With that

quiet little whisper as the paper made connection with the wood and slumped down to the

�oor, was the faint drum of a weakened heart coming to life.

Her limbs were made of tape, glue, and the broken pencil tips that gathered between the

two of them. No matter the distance, she found him holding her sturdy with the proof of his

survival, with tape and glue to keep her broken limbs from snapping. She prayed he had

enough tape and glue left over, to keep the both of them from crumbling to pieces.



Her skin was paper thin. Ready to tear at any moment, so her inky blood and her paper

heart and her broken bones could spill out and leave her blissfully devoid and dry. She was

built on the foundation of love letters that broke her dying heart, and deep, aching sadness

that brought her to her knees and locked her hands together as she cried bloody tears, and

prayed for him, for the other paper girls out there. She prayed until she ran out of words

and was so tired that all she could do was rest her head on her knees, and feel herself fall

apart. Feel her skin tear and feel herself drown in her blood until her heart beat so rarely

that her chest ached with emptiness. Then she could hide inside the comfort of her

memories.

Her memory was a blissful place to live, a place where lovely words replaced nerves and

brain matter, a place where promises could be kept. A place where the past was no longer

painful and lonely, but beautiful and bright. In Lily’s mind, her husband was not a dead man

walking in the trenches, but in their home as they danced together. They swayed at a slow,

peaceful pace, as if they had all the time in the world. Tangled in the mournful cry of the

violin were the words she believed only in her mind. I’m okay. I’m alive. I’ll be home soon.

Home soon. And the quivering vibrato held her response. I miss you. I love you. Come home to

me.

Come home.

 

 

 

Julia Weisenberg is a high school student and an aspiring writer from the Philadelphia area.

She writes historically set short stories, and hopes to write something as beautifully epic as

Victor Hugo one day. She loves any and all topics in history, but especially loves European

history, because it truly is the soap opera of history.



confessional By Thanisha Chowdhury

I met you the way teeth meet pavement. Summer after sophomore year, when I didn’t know

anything about truth except that it scorched, I was working the register at the family shop

and caught you at the door with your pockets full of lighters and candy. You told me you’d

empty them if I met you by the dumpster out back, so I left my shift with a hand curled

around my butter�y knife, half-ready to die. Instead, we shared a cigarette until the

lampposts �ickered on, the silence some sort of truce.

You cupped your hand around the tiny �re, let it fall onto the pile of garbage below us. It

caught lazily. I watched your eyes follow the sway of the white �ame. How it climbed like a

vine up the side of the building, rolling, breathing. How there was no proof of it except the

echo of the burning across your face.

***

It wasn’t always this way, you told me. You’d scraped your palms raw trying to scale the old

family sycamore and when you knuckled through the medicine cabinet for your mom’s jar

of aloe you found a lighter instead. It was small, peeling, and pulsed like a heart in your

crying hand. How sweet: a tiny tragedy to call your own. Outside, it stormed harder than it

ever had.

The �rst �res were small. A pile of sticks. A pair of boots. A dead sparrow. But the rain kept

coming down and the only way you knew to deal with it was evaporation. Everything

became either kindling or ash, your hands a trigger. When your daddy caught you curled up

by a burning shed, he hosed you down with the cows behind the barn and sent you down

here to stay with your aunt, keep out of trouble. God knows it didn’t work.

***

In the alley, you show me where the �re nicked the base of your throat. Did it hurt? My

�ngers running along the raised, gnarled skin. Probably. I don’t remember anything but the



light. The cigarette sizzling out on your knee. A hiss, but I don’t know from whom. Brightest

thing I’ve ever seen.

Once the trash �re wanes, I turn off the cameras and grab a bottle of liquor for the way. As

the road stretches black and empty before us, I point out where I chased a snake into the

gutter, where my bike got stolen the �rst time, where I stole it back the second. Suburban

windows dark, curbs pregnant with shiny empty cars. I pretend not to hear clicking. We

follow the sound of music to the biggest house in town, yard heaving with kids barely older

than us, puking into manicured grass stained pink and yellow in the shitty disco lights. We

hop the white fence and leave ashes in our wake.

***

I learn the rules of the game quickly: get as close to the �ame as you can without getting

burned. First, you teach me how to cut through a crowd like a blade, �sh a wallet from a

pocket through the disguise of slipping past. Bodies, clumsy, bleed into each other in the

haze of youth, of throwing it all to shit. Funny how please and excuse me become currency in

the exchange of deception. I thrill at invisibility, at weaving in and out of presence. You see

me all the same.

We get bolder, go bigger. This house is massive, everything in it gilded. We take ornaments,

tablecloths, earrings, knives, magazines, pills, purses, bottles, china. My bag grows heavy

with what is not mine. Between raids, I name your hunger contagious. We have no use for

any of this, obviously, but the thrill of marring the pristine is too great to ignore. Too many

times, I hold my palm out for you to press something shiny into it. The last is a vial of old

French cologne. Swiped it from the dad’s room. Some sort of tycoon. I slip it into my pocket and

leave everything else on the silver kitchen island to be claimed once more in the morning.

The night swirls into itself. One moment we are taking and another we are giving. Your

�ngers are a permanent circle around my wrist and I am nothing but willing. Ready. Eager.

My gaze reaching only as far as the stretch of skin between your shoulder blades.



Glass shatters against the white paneling of the house in the backyard, barely empty beer

bottles heavy in our hands. Watch. You pull your arm back, wind up for a throw. I’m gonna

get the bedroom window. I prepare for an arc but the bottle never leaves your grasp. Instead,

it comes back down and splinters between your hand and thigh, and scarlet blood blooms

across your skin. As I sit cross-legged pulling the shards from your palm, your laughter rises

smoky through the dark.

***

The center of the �ame is the hottest, you told me at one point, blue and biting as ice but

the readiest to burn. Maybe that’s what drew you to the pool: the chlorine-blue surface,

the eye of the �ame you could �nally touch. Maybe it was just about time you grazed the

other side, for once growing to �ll an empty space rather than molding your own. Kneeling

at the edge, you turn to me, and you must have wiped your mouth at some point because

your hands and grin gleam the same punched-out shade of crimson. When you move your

lips, I don’t hear your words until you take my hand, guide it to the beginning of your scalp.

You’re staring at me, and staring, and staring, your eyes the whitest thing I’ve ever seen,

and there’s still music seeping warbled through the marbled windows, the air heavy with it,

and with something else, something sweet but putrid, thin but insistent, settling like �lm on

my skin, my eardrums, my tongue, but I still can’t tell what it is, and this whole time you’re

still staring so hard I think you see right through to the other side. My neck prickles with

sweat. I close my �st in your sweat-slick hair.

***

It’s you. It’s the singed stench of chlorine rising like heat from the concrete. It’s the wet

night pooling sticky in my elbow pits. It’s me, holding your head under the blurred surface.

It’s the rubbery skin of your nape slipping silver like a �sh beneath my �ngers. The water

still. Your eyes open.



***

When I let go, you rise like you’ve been woken, silently, but so quick and sudden your

matches fall from your pocket. I cup my hand right below, before the water closes around

them. You could have left them. The ends of your hair drip water into my lap. Your face is a

puddle of gasoline shining chrome in the porchlight. I know. I’m sorry.

And I think that somewhere in there was an answer. But I’ve forgotten the question.

We left the same way we got here: in the dark. This time, the walk back is familiar. I

shouldn’t look back, but when I do, I see the silhouette of your head turned down to face

your hand, haloed in the wavering glow of �ame.

***

Later, you’ll stand in the same pool, drained, and trace the gaps in the concrete with

cracked �ngers. The jets empty and open like mouths. How even an absence can hold the

past like a wound.

***

When I come into the store the next morning, I �nd nothing but ash and police tape. In the

place of the green and brown building is a pile of black, men murmuring around it. My

father stands with his head in his hand, the other wrapped around across his stomach.

When I approach him, he turns. Who would do this? Who? Who?

As I am handled into a police car, read my rights, I don’t look at my father outside the

window, red and blue lights echoing on his watery face. Instead, I rest my gaze in my lap.

Beneath my �ngers and the fabric of my shorts lies the smooth glass of the cologne bottle.

Warning: highly �ammable. The car lurches forward and once I am sure we are far enough, I



look up. I watch the wheat �elds slip past me in rivers of beige, trying to be golden in the

�rst breaths of morning, like running, like remembering wrong.
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Ghost Town, Fortune Tellers By Lauren Mills

Alma wasn’t dead.

She was almost sure. There were no angels, or hallelujahs, or blinding golden halos made of

children’s dreams. Or whatever. St. Someone hadn’t escorted her past pearly gates, saying,

“Congrats, kid, that was the hard part.”

Then again, that’s not where she’d end up, according to her mother. Alma liked to kiss girls

and slip especially pricey nail polishes into her pockets, so it was important to note that



there were also no �ery pits, tortured politicians screaming, or a hooved man patting her on

the back, saying, “Sorry, kid, that was the easy part.”

And one of the girls Alma liked to kiss was Hindu, so in the spirit of fairness, she should

acknowledge that she also had not been reborn into a new body. At least, not obviously.

And her freshman roommate was a pessimist, so Alma also took the time to con�rm she

wasn’t “like, literally just worm food rotting away in the ground.” She was not.

What Alma was, once she stood up and looked around, was alone. Alone in a small

graveyard, if one could ever truly call themselves alone in a graveyard. She had been lying

next to a headstone, and the headstone’s bouquet of polyester daffodils. Her jeans were

dirty, her boots scuffed, though that was not new.

Looking around in the faint light of sunset— no, that was east. The sun was rising. She knew

a compass tattoo would be useful one day. Looking around in the faint light of sunrise, Alma

examined the headstone she had been so comfortably unconscious next to. The name

meant nothing to her, the dates even less. No hints. She checked her jacket pockets. In the

left, $25.85, her ID, and a bottle of no-chip “Leapin’ Lilac”. In the right, a switchblade and a

single glove.

Disappointing. She had been hoping for a note from last night’s self, saying something along

the lines of, “If you’re reading this in a graveyard with your memory wiped, we’ve just won

$10,000!” She checked her jeans pockets. In the back left, an additional $0.25. In the back

right, a slip of paper, though she immediately knew it was too small to be her saving grace.

Squinting, she read the fortune from a long-since-eaten fortune cookie: “Depart not from

the path which fate has assigned.”

Alma looked around once more. A thin trail of �attened grass in the graveyard led to a

crosswalk, which sort of led to a little lit-up diner. Maybe that was too literal of an

interpretation, but she was hungry. There was just one car in the parking lot, and one

bicycle propped up against the wall.



Returning the fortune to her pocket, Alma crossed the road.

***

Sylvia wasn’t dead, but she sure felt like it. The early morning shifts at the diner put a

special kind of weight on her bones, a whole new kind of pulse in her head. She was too old

to be up with the moon, awake before the sun, but she supposed she did it for the company.

Some company. The place was empty, save for the silent cyclist at the farthest booth and

Elvis on the jukebox. The place was almost always almost empty since James had passed

eight years ago. He used to come in every morning for breakfast, sing along, and chat with

her about his plans for the day. The thing Sylvia missed most about her husband was their

chatting.

The bell rang. A girl, about twenty or so, interrupted “Are You Lonesome Tonight?” as she

opened the door and walked in. Her dark skin was home to darker circles under her eyes,

and she wore ripped and muddy jeans. Kids these days—  purposefully trying to look

grungy, or dirty, or tired. Sylvia couldn’t keep up.

The cyclist shut his notebook, stood, and hurried out into the cold as the girl made her way

toward the lunch counter. She sat down and ordered a coffee, black, a slice of apple pie, and

a map. Any map, if they had one.

“Want a fortune cookie too? Free of charge.”

“Oh. Sure.” The girl tilted her head. “Uh, is this diner Chinese?”

“No, but neither are fortune cookies. Invented by a Japanese immigrant in California, or so

I’ve heard.”



Sylvia ducked down and grabbed four cookies from the bin below the counter. She placed

one in front of the girl, and three in front of herself. “I always read three and go with the

fortune I like the most. People tell me that’s not how it works, but I say if you have the

opportunity to cheat fate you should do it. And they’re really not that expensive.”

The girl “Mm-hm”ed into her coffee and studied the map. Sylvia broke the three cookies

before her and laid out the small slips of paper.

“‘Kindness is contagious,’ ‘the nightlife is for you,’ ‘and a feather in the hand is better than a

bird in the air.’ Second one de�nitely isn’t true, at least anymore, and I have no idea what the

third one talking about, so I guess I’ll go with the �rst,” she said after considering for a

moment. “You gonna open yours, hon?”

“Yeah, sorry. Um, it says, ‘You’re exactly where you’re supposed to be.’”

“That’s nice. I can take the map back and give you a job application if you want. We could

probably use a youthful touch around here.”

The girl didn’t respond, but refocused her attention from highways and rest stops to the

pie. She ate slowly, considering the diner around her.

Sylvia grabbed one more cookie from the bin. Sometimes, only sometimes, she would try

four if the previous three fortunes didn’t appeal to her. She sat back and read the short

sentence she had pulled out: “Someone is eager to speak to you again.”

She smiled, grabbed her keys and her purse. Her shift was almost over, anyway. James was

in need of fresh daffodils— he never liked the fake �owers. Sylvia was almost certain that’s

what he wanted to talk about.

***



Leo wasn’t dead. This was something he had just realized.

He was sitting in the corner booth, the one he had sat in every night. Well, morning, more

accurately. The sun was rising. He always sat in the back, politely ignoring the chatty

waitress he could never remember the name of and whatever old song was playing too

loud. He ordered an omelet. Then he would bike around town, waiting for the next morning

to come. He liked the familiarity of the routine, even if he wasn’t fond of the routine itself.

He biked, sat, ate, and breathed the same way, every day.

Lately, though, the routine had felt a bit overbearing. Leo could ride his route with his eyes

closed. The corner booth was directly under a freezing air vent. The omelets tasted like

bland, broken dreams. He thought way too much about how he was breathing.

Fearing he’d lose the will if he waited too long, Leo shut his empty notebook and pushed his

uneaten omelet aside. He left some cash on the table and walked out the door, passing a

girl he hadn’t seen before on the way. It was unusual for Leo to have not seen someone

before, and he might have stopped to ask for her name or why it looked like she had just

been rolling around in dirt if he had not been so determined to leave.

He grabbed his bike and went straight through the crosswalk toward the cemetery. He

held his breath as he arrived at rows of headstones. Leo had read, in one of the fortune

cookies the waitress (Sally? Cindy?) had given him, that inhaling near graves would allow

spirits to enter your body. He guessed they were looking to hitch a ride and get out of this

town. He couldn’t blame them—  he was looking for the same thing.

It had seemed like a weird thing to be in a fortune. Weren’t they supposed to be

predictions? Leo went against the cookie’s advice as he decided it would be more

interesting to bike through the cemetery than on the sidewalk. Look at that. His new

routine-breaking life was starting already.



He biked past rows and rows of names and dates, some simple, some intricate. Some had

�owers, most did not. He stopped at one with a yellow bouquet to smooth out grass and

dirt that had been messed up. Leo smiled at the name carved into stone before him. “There

you go, James. All �xed up.”

Maybe in his new life, he’d be the type of person to talk to spirits, let them hitch a ride.

Maybe he’d worry about his breathing a little less. He never had much luck with fortunes,

anyway. The last one he got said, “You love Chinese food”. He thought Chinese food was

just okay.

 

Lauren Mills hails from a small town in North Carolina and aspires to own many, many cats.

 

Non�ction

Potential Potion for a Wildlife Brew By Kamilah Valentin Diaz

Peas in a pod

are accustomed

to company, but

I am not

a pea. When I think

of allowing life to grow

within

hesitation blooms

overthinking ensues.



Not because I cannot

nurture,

but i wonder

if it might be

against my nature

to house anything

besides myself.

My walls feel too thin

I do not want to risk

them caving in.

It’s the invasiveness; for me

to share my body with an other.

Something that becomes someone else.

Another.

I cower

at the vulnerability

of the act.

A power

only my body

can exact.

Then I think,

that another me



is a White Man’s worst nightmare

if I so choose,

and I grin.
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during the pandemic she was forced to sit still. With so much time to spare and her mental

health circling the drain Kamilah found refuge in writing. Her family, sheer stubbornness,

therapy, and writing journey helped her come back to life. If you want to keep up with her

and explore more of her work, you can follow her on Instagram @kams_conchispas.

Tread Lightly By Pireh Moosa

“You look so cozy,” my friend says to me with a smile that pixelates on my laptop screen. I

smile back, a little too hard. The sleeves on the jumper I’m wearing stretch slightly beyond

the length of my arms. Inside them, I �ddle with the cold, silver ring on my �nger, pulling it

off and pushing it back with my thumb until it slides back and forth with ease. Then I switch

�ngers. It’s a healthier habit than the other ones, but not as effective. Stillness seeps into

the spaces between the movement. Flickers of feeling and memory; the warmth he left in

the wool, the way the sleeves �t perfectly on his arms, leaving bare hands that kept

patiently at crossword puzzles. My thumb pulls at the ring too quickly and it �ings across

the room, landing with a prompt metallic clink. The Zoom meeting �ashes shut, and I don’t

send another link.

Someday the warmth will leave this jumper, I think to myself as bile begins to bubble in my

throat. Tread lightly, says another voice in my head. Oscar Wilde’s. In a poem he wrote for

his sister when she passed; one I read at my grandfather’s grave a few weeks ago from the

collected works he left me. I haven’t been able to read more. But I haven’t put the book



back on my shelf. It waits patiently at my bedside, thick with stories. I pull the jumper off

gently. Maybe next time.
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Six By David Chen

It is a perfect autumn 6 a.m. Morning dew drips from the edge of the roof onto the terrace,

leaving darkened patches on the already mismatched wooden planks. The once lush plants

that line the garden now wither, petals of �owers ripped off by strong wind, dried leaves

tumbling to the earth. In this sixth hour of September 25th, the sky is ruled by neither the

moon nor sun. It simply is—colorless sky that begins to tinge blue and see through clouds

that drift, dispersed and reformed by the cold autumn breeze.

A pile of scarlets sits at the roots of the lone maple tree in the corner of our front yard,

tucked away between two broken fence boards. The crows’ chirping rings through the

open back door of the dining room. If I’m quick, I can still catch a glimpse of the �ock as they

migrate south. I grab a carton of whipping cream from the fridge and turn the stand mixer

to high. I scoop 60g of powdered sugar into the mixer before stepping outside. A light mist

coats my face, accompanied by the nostalgic scent of earth after rain. My breath leaves my



body in a plume of smoke. With every ginger step I take comes a crinkle, crack, a crunch.

The grandfather clock in the dining room strikes, six times.

To my mother, the number six is perfect. It is a perfect fourth of the 24-hour day, a perfect half of

the 12-hour clock. In Chinese, the number six symbolizes . It’s one of those words that doesn’t

have a direct Chinese to English translation. Google translates it as “smooth,” which could work, if

it means smooth not in terms of touch but in terms of action—as in a meeting that

went smoothly or a smooth �ight without hassle or obstacle. Either way, it’s a mark of an

auspicious and promising future. It’s lucky.

A car grinds gravel into the ground, generating a brisk gust of wind that sprinkles droplets

of water on my face. Another leaf falls from our sugar maple, trapping itself between the

rusted bars of the storm drain. I stroll back inside, closing the door with a gentle nudge

from my knee. A bouquet of plastic �owers sits in a vase on the faux-granite kitchen

counter, and when I move them to the dining table, the thin, wispy �bers that detach from

the petals make me sneeze. I bring the chiffon cake I made last night out of the fridge and

let it rest. The golden brown crust crumbles off and leaves crispy �akes on the cake stand.

Not only is the number six lucky, it is perfect in every other way. It’s constructed by multiplying the

�rst two prime numbers, two and three. It is also the sum of one, two, and three, which is perfect

because those are the number six’s positive proper divisors. Three multiplied by six then gives the

good fortune symbolized by the eighteen pleats of soup dumplings. The epitome of perfection.

I pinch the teardrop-shaped bottle of food coloring—one of the kinds you would �nd at the

Dollar Tree, tucked away in some aisle with the other baking supplies—and let a few drops

of red fall into the container of whipped cream, which lightens to a baby pink after a few

quick stirs. I dot the icing in uneven blobs on the side of the cake and swirl crooked roses on

the top. The cake doesn’t look as perfect as those sold in Sam’s Club’s display cases, but it

looks natural. Handmade. Authentic, with hints of human imperfection. I lick the excess

icing off my �ngers—something my mother wouldn’t have liked—before dropping all of my



utensils in the sink to be hand washed later. “Never the dishwasher,” my mother would cry.

“Waste too much water and electricity.”

Despite my best efforts, I can never seem to be the “perfect Asian son” that I feel is expected of me.

Kevin. Son of her professor friend at the University. Cornell. Now at Amazon, making a salary in

the hundreds of thousands. Eric. Multi-award-winning violinist, straight A’s. Harvard bound. Xu.

MIT. Chemical engineer. Successful career, beautiful wife, three kids. Things that are repeated over

and over until they all sound the same, until names disappear and the individual people blend

into a collective image of the “perfect Asian son.”

My mother yelps with pleasant surprise when she enters the kitchen. She pulls out her

phone, a chain of six beads dangling from her case, and rushes to her birthday cake. Her

thumb freezes just before it can take the picture, and she tilts her head to the side.

She frowns and asks, “Doesn’t it look a bit crooked?” “What do you mean? I think it looks

�ne, no?” I reply.

She thrusts her phone into my hands. “Aiya, it’s just a little bit crooked. Come look. See?

The cake is off center from the stand. It won’t look pretty in the picture.” I groan. “It’ll look

�ne.”

She looks at me. “The picture won’t be perfect if the cake is crooked. It just won’t look as

nice.”

Her red lipstick is uniform, and I already know she spent an hour picking out the exact

dress she is wearing and another hour doing her hair and makeup. The picture has to be

perfect. It’ll be the memory she holds after her own memories have vanished, just as she

fears one day they will. These photographs—always to be taken in sets of six—are what will

link her to her past.



“Here, we can �x it using this.” I offer a solution, �shing a spatula from the sink and blasting

the spatula with some water before handing it to my mom. She alternates between

observing the cake from the top and from the side, like a child playing with the claw

machine at my family’s restaurant as they dart back and forth to line up the claw. When the

cake is centered, she hands me the spatula.

“Do you want a picture by yourself �rst?” I ask. She bites her lip, then nods, turning around

to grab her sunglasses—to hide her wrinkles—and the cake. She holds it out in front of her

and smiles. A smudge of lipstick stains her front teeth. I snap the picture, then at her

reminder, take �ve more, so that later she can go through them all and �nd the one that

was the most perfect.

I’m not like the number six—far from it, actually. Maybe I don’t remind my mother of Kevin, or

Eric, or Xu. Maybe I’m not like her photographs, perfect snapshots frozen in time. For me, what

matters is that perfect 6 a.m. on an autumn morning. The life that persists even as everything else

fades for the winter. The moments and memories that are forever rendered in my mind. What

matters is that even though I’m not a “perfect Asian son,” I’m still my mother’s son.
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Past, Present, Future By Addeline Struble

(In loving memory of my Ellie Struble, my sister)

Hey, big sister, to catch you up

I’m 14

I started middle school

I am getting really good at dance

Isabel is going to college this summer

I have friends that I trust and love

Tipper is still here and misses you

I have my own room

I love plants

I am trying to understand math

I realize I don’t like planes

I like cleaning and organizing because it feels comforting

Dad and Mom are trying to �gure things out

I actually like writing and I am getting better at reading

I’m still at the same school since kindergarten

I learned that I really really like jewelry

Especially looking at yours

As I list all these things I realize that you have been with me for all these things

Just not right by my side when I needed and wanted a hug

When I wanted a hug after my �rst dance recital after you left

When I wanted a hug after Milo died

When I wanted a hug after �nding what I love to do for fun

When I needed a hug when I �gured out we were moving to Michigan



When I needed a hug when I found out Mom and Dad were separating

When I just wanted to have one last hug with you

I’m sure you would give me a hug and say “Everything is going to be okay”

But I miss sitting in your lap

I miss getting hugged by you

I miss smelling your perfume

I miss hearing your voice

I miss hearing your contagious laugh

I miss your smile

I miss saying I love you

I think you would be proud of me

But I honestly don’t know

XOXO
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A Winter Morning in Delhi By Haneen Naseer



I always wake up around the same time my alarm rings but it is never the alarm that wakes

me up. I force myself out of the warmth of my blanket. Winter is no longer at the threshold;

it has leapt up from the �oors and shrouded the entire apartment. I haven’t quite adjusted

to the cold yet. Every winter-time nose block tells me, much like the looks on rickshaw-

drivers’ faces, “You’re not from these parts.” None of us are. Somehow it’s colder inside.

One of them says it must be from all the water poured on the cement at the construction

site in front. The other disagrees. I �nd my face wash and brush and toothpaste at the same

spot I left them last morning. I like it when I know where my things are. I wonder if I’m

turning into my mother; she always hated my messy bedroom back home.

The apartment is silent in the mornings. A chilly, lonely silence. I like it this way. I close the

door to their bedroom lest the sound of my cooking wake them up. My hands are half

smelling of chicken when the koodawala (garbage collector) rings the doorbell. I take the

trash out and he asks for the money.

I say, “kal doongi, bhaiyya.”

Will give tomorrow, brother.

He throws me an unsure look. But nods and leaves nevertheless. I make a mental note to

tell them, hoping I don’t forget by the time they wake up. It’s almost noon when they step

out of bed, my �atmates. I don’t know if they are sleeping in or failing to get up. I don’t ask.

We are not that close. Or rather, I am not.

I turn on the stove, wondering what oil to use. I still haven’t bought the sun�ower oil. It’s

recommended for chicken. We have mustard and coconut though. For a year, I haven’t

been in a kitchen without both of these. Typical of apartments with students from more

than one end of India. I always wanted to make friends with people from different places.

Somehow I found them interesting. I think it runs in the family. Everything different is

considered interesting. But as it turns out, humans are twisted, no matter the landscape.

The cooker is hot enough now. I open the coconut oil.



I pour it in, glancing at the recipe my sister sent me. I’m not used to following recipes. I’ve

always just thrown in random amounts. We all did the same when we �rst came to the city

and started cooking. One of them is here with me now. I’m far from being close to her but I

know her well. I know she always forgets to keep her clothes away from the bed after

changing from one out�t into another three times. I know she cries a lot while cutting

onions. Onions. That reminds me. I must put them in.

The recipe says I must wait now. I walk around in the 25 sq.ft. space of the kitchen, waiting.

I can hear mothers shouting at their kids to wake them up. Families live nearby. Which also

translates to, the mornings and nights are �lled with shouts. In the mornings to begin the

day, and in the evenings to spit out the despair of existence. Sometimes I regret moving

here. But who do I have anywhere else? It’s weird how such a crowded city can be so lonely.

It’s been over a year in the city I dreamt of in the lockdown, the name that substituted a

lullaby when I rocked myself to sleep on especially dif�cult nights. It was a long wait to get

here. And I’m tired of the wait.

I tip the cutting board into the cooker, letting the chillies, ginger, garlic and tomato fall into

it, dramatic sounds enveloping the kitchen. One of them coughs from the room and I realize

that I had forgotten to turn on the exhaust fan yet again. The ingredients begin hissing in

the cooker and a sense of urgency builds up in my body. I try to pinpoint the source. Maybe

it’s frustration or maybe it’s another of those signals that in every daughter resides a bit of

her mother. Or maybe both of these mean the same. She always rushes in the kitchen, my

mother, as if someone is beginning to write her death sentence as she cooks and only the

completion of her work can rescue her.

The urgency doesn’t leave my body. It keeps building, alongside the growing sounds from

the cooker. Images clutter my head. A familiar, unpleasant feeling crawls upwards from the

pit of my stomach. Maybe I should sit. But I dare not. I rummage in the rack searching for

the garam masala. The pain continues its ascent as I open the fridge to pick out the mint

and coriander. Ah, here sits the masala. Of course. My �atmate always keeps it in the fridge.

Another of the things I’ve never asked. I measure out the masala and tip the spoon from the



edge of the cooker, along with the leaves, the chicken and the rice. It begins to smell like the

Eid mornings of my childhood. That’s how I know I haven’t missed any ingredient.

The pain in the stomach seems to have been overpowered by an increasing numbness in

my limbs. I don’t rest. I pour in the water and salt and ghee. And begin mixing, something

buzzing in my head. Voices. From yesterday’s nightmare. I try to focus on cutting the lemon.

One half shoots away from the cutting board and lands in a corner of the kitchen. A scream.

I jerk. Concluding it’s from a nearby house, I coil back into myself. I squeeze the other half

into the cooker, grinding my teeth together to stop myself from screaming.

Closing the lid, I begin to break down. It can’t be happening. The day has barely begun. I

decide against collapsing on the bed, for fear of not being able to get up. I sink to the bed,

head bent and �sts clenching. Tears begin to cloud my glasses as I hear my �atmates stir in

the other room. I try to sti�e my cries. Frustration builds in my head. Feet stepping on

slippers, slight knocks on the bedside table, sleepy groans. I keep trying. The walls seem to

be closing in on me. Loneliness leers at me from all sides.

‘I want a friend,’ I whisper. The whistle blows.

 

 

 

 

Haneen is an aspiring writer doing her under graduation in English Honours in Delhi, India.

She hails from a town in the south of India. Her writings strongly re�ect her backgrounds

and the changes that shook her life upon relocating to the capital city of Delhi, for higher

studies— which is more than a thousand miles away from her hometown. Haneen’s passion



for writing dates back to a young age and she seeks to peel off slices out of everyday life to

connect with readers. She has been published in three poetry anthologies, “Soul Candy”

(2020), “In Which Poetry Breathes Life” (2020), “I.R.L. Collection: 99 Poems on the Dark

Side of the Internet” (2020) and in Issue 1 of the Juvenile Literary Journal of The Young

Writers Initiative in 2020.

 

They Said We Were Born Just Yesterday By Mercy Leshi

They  said  we  were  born  just  yesterday, they  said  what  do  we  know?  How long have

we stayed  here?

All  these  sound  like  insults  but  no,  they  are  facts.

Yes,  we  were  born  just  yesterday  but  we  stayed  up  all  night  to  unravel  the  histories 

of ages  past. We  were  born  just  yesterday  but  we  stayed  up  all  night  to  decipher  the

obstacles  that  fell  our  heroes  past. Yes,  we  were  born  just  yesterday  but  we  stayed 

up all  night  to  �nd  solutions  to  tomorrow’s  problems  already!

Yes,  we  know  not  so  much  because  we  focus  on  what  is  work  for  us  and  refuse  to 

be distracted  by  fake  visions  and  missions. We  know  not  so  much  because  we  avoid 

knowing  whatever  is  not  in  God’s  curriculum  for  us. We  know  not  so  much because 

we found  out  so  much  is  too  much  and  ‘too much’  can  change  our  lanes  of  travel  so 

we refuse  to  know  so  much  which  is  too  much!

Yes,  we  have  not  stayed  here  too  long,  but  we  have  traveled  far  back  and  way  forth 

to understand  that  time  itself  is  a revealer.  iI  will  soon  reveal  the  depth  of  our  strive 

and the  height  of  our  drive  to  not  only  survive—  but  to  thrive  in  not  only  these 

present  days but also  the  ages  even  yet  to  come.



We  were  born  just  yesterday  but  we  stayed  up  all  night  to  travel  into  the  ages  past 

and centuries  to  come!

 

 

 

Mercy Leshi is a nineteen- year-old Nigerian Writer, and a lover of art and it’s beauty. She

studies at the Federal University of Technology, Akure. She hosts the podcast; Thursday

Thought. She’s a devoted Christian, a lover of God and humanity.

Art

Captivity By Anne Louise Phillips



Captivity

 

Anne Louise Phillips is an independent author, photographer, and freelancer. She is

currently pursuing an undergraduate degree in English. When she’s not writing, studying,

or taking photos, she loves traveling and meeting new people.

Perspective from a Puddle, Reach Out, I Matter By Maya Krishnan



Perspective from a Puddle



Reach Out



I Matter because I am Stronger than My Insecurities

 

Maya Krishnan is a tenth grader at Skyline High School, in Sammamish, WA.

She has been learning art from Neha Parikh since the age of six, and has always found it to

be a wonderful medium to express her emotions, and her perception of the world around

her.

 

Fighter, Self-Portrait By Erick Buendia





Fighter, Self-Portrait

 

Erick Buendia is an artist from Washington DC who specializes in painting and �lmmaking.

He posts his artwork on Instagram @Buendia_draws. He is currently pursuing a career in

Film at Wesleyan University.

 

Thirteenth Floor Window By Asma Al-Masyabi





Thirteenth Floor Window

 

Asma Al-Masyabi is a poet, writer, artist, and student in Colorado. She is a Scholastic Silver

Medal Poetry winner with publications in Taking Root: The Girls Write Now 2022

Anthology, Subnivean, The Ilanot Review, Up North Lit, and more. She’s currently pursuing

an associate degree in English, after which she plans to major in creative writing. She looks

forward to a career �lled with words and art, her two biggest passions.

Hollows, Stories By Olude Peter Sunday





Stories

 





hollows

Hollows : With this art piece depicting a boy putting on a worn-out smile, I intend to bring

attention to the dif�cult realities of orphan/street child trauma and the impact it can have on

children. The holes it can dig or has dug in the bottom of their heart, empty spaces symbolizing

pain. 

Through this piece, I aim to convey the emotional trauma and grief that these children may carry,

in the hopes of raising awareness and impelling society to take action to support and protect

vulnerable youth.

 

Stories :  I created this particular piece, a drawing with pencil on paper as an ode to the power of

imagination that �ows in the mind of the young ones, as they are reminded of the magic they can

�nd in the world around them. I can recall that when I was drawing the piece, my head was free of

anxiety but my mind has a lot of things to say about how the atmosphere of everything touches

my emotions and translate them into �owers, into a subtle thing. The magic of advancement and

the magic of �nding innocence in the progress of your passions.

 

 

Olude Peter Sunday is a Writer, an Artist and Poet from Ogun State, Nigeria. He has few of

his works Published and Forthcoming in Magazines including: Hayden’s Ferry Review, The

Rush Magazine, Typehouse lit mag, Paper Lantern, NativeSkin literary magazine, Parousia

Christian magazine, Kalahari Review and others. He won the third place prize in the

Endsars National Poetry contest held in October 2020. When he isn’t writing, he is

painting pure pictures with poesy and photoshop. He tweets @peterolude



Unspeakable Love By Siyu Chen

 

Unspeakable Love

 

 

 

Siyu Chen is a Junior from the Madeira School in Mclean, VA. She drew this artwork to

convey the unspeakable love in her family. Her family rarely expresses their love for one



another verbally, but do so through their actions. The hearts in the artwork are not trapped

within the glass, demonstrating how indirect expressions of love do not prevent their

recipients from feeling them.


